BREAST CYST ASPIRATION ULTRASOUND

Exam Code:  USBRCY1L
            USBRCY1R
            USBRCY2L
            USBRCY2R
            USBRCY3L
            USBRCY3R

Exam Description: This is a study to drain fluid from a breast cyst.

Information Needed:
- What is the clinical indication for exam?
- Has the patient had a prior Mammo of Ultrasound? If not done at Oregon Imaging Center, request for previous exams must be sent for and received prior to exam. This is very important.

Scheduling Times:
- Coordinate with the Mammo Doctors Schedule.

Patient Preparation:
- No preparation needed.

Patient Requirements:
- Arrive 20 minutes before appointment.

Special Notes:
- Green core sheet indicating U.S cyst aspiration.